Managed Security Information
and Event Management

There’s no such thing as a one-size-fits-all SIEM
solution. Your business may not need all the features
that another business requires, so that’s why we
created our Managed Security Information and
Event Management, or mSIEM, solution.

What is it?

The Core

A SIEM solution detects incidents that
otherwise can go unnoticed. The core
capabilities are log event collection
and management, the ability to analyze
log events and other data across various sources, and
operational capabilities such as incident management,
dashboards and reporting. It’s an important part of your
security portfolio.
But there’s no such thing as a one-size-fits-all SIEM solution. Your business may not need all the features that
another business requires. That’s why we created our
Managed Security Information and Event Management,
or mSIEM, solution. Utilizing products and services
from our wide range of security partners, our mSIEM is
custom tailored to the security needs and budget constraints of every organization. From our core solution
to our most robust system, you get the right mix of LRS
expertise and partners’ products.

Our core mSIEM solution is designed
specifically for critical assets. Along
with providing event alerts, it gathers
log sources from the IT environment
for loading into SIEM software for analysis and creation
of rules minimize potential risk and alert the client of a
threat or possible threat.

What’s more
Our most robust mSIEM solution provides full 24/7
monitoring and alerting of security events, along with
advanced threat detection, forensics and incident
response, security incident detection, threat response
workflow, and additional options.
The consultative approach our Security team takes in
architecting your mSIEM solution is the way we do things
at LRS IT Solutions. Call our Security team today to
answer some preliminary questions about your security
environment and schedule a time for a free consultation.

Why LRS?
The LRS Security team understands the cyber challenges you face every day keeping your organization safe from attacks, and we know how to combat them proactively. With more than 25 years of
experience and certifications from ISC2, ISACA, and SANS, along with experience utilizing industry
frameworks such as CSC and NIST, we deliver core technologies to companies throughout the United
States with the latest technology developments from the best names in the industry.
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